Greetings for IBRC 2019
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Professor, Biophilia Institute, the Designated and Registered Institute for Kaken
by the Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and Technology

It is my pleasure to welcome you to our IBRC2019. The author aspired for the restructuring of rehabilitation medical treatment, and organized the study group which re-organized as International Biophilia Rehabilitation Academy later, took the hand with medical experts, such as many doctors, physiotherapists, etc., the engineering researcher, and the sociology researcher, and have advanced research with together. When Looking back, there was an evaluation of "one point" to the application of the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare research grant which specified the contents of restructuring of rehabilitation medical treatment. It was said by my acquaintance officer of there that he had never seen "one point" for the grant evaluation. It seemed to show that the difficulty of the social reformation which the author aspired after to overcome the disabilities and to realizes life reconstruction for independent living by the restructuring of rehabilitation medicine.

Once, the Soviet Union collapsed, and the communism of the firm social system was reformed. The author showed those at the IBRC 2018 and that even the firm social system would be restructured when the illogicality is included.

It is a pleasure from the depth of my heart that the workshop, which can show our current research at the ISPRM 2019 in Kobe, will be held. And in IBRC2019, “Preparation of the International Standardization on MOTIVATIVE Exercise Enforcement” became a subject for discussion. Moreover, “Preparation of the International Standardization on MOTIVATIVE Exercise Enforcement to diversify of the Rehabilitation medicine intervention technique“ became a subject of debate in a panel discussion in which the author serves as the chairman.

As for looking back on the past, the author made a new word "motivative" by the reason shown in the outline of the panel discussion. The word “motivative” means that the other person motivates a patient to rehabilitate, and the patient has motivation by oneself to do in one word. Dr. Kimura, the former president of the Japan Biophilia Rehabilitation Academy, had presented “Rehabilitation of the damaged backbone in the Japanese National Rehabilitation Center for the Disabled” at the World Health Organization international seminar in 1997. He stated in the lecture as follows; there is possibility of that aged people's requiring care number of generating is not changing either the effect did not continue by returning to the original state with the single time of a report after a definite period of time about the result of the rehabilitation medicine of an age disabled person. And also this Kimura's direct words were shown in the outline of a panel discussion.

Moreover, it is a good memory that Dr. Fukui, Dr. Kimura, and the author published the article of the result of the ineffective current rehabilitation1). In the 3rd IBRC Manila, the doctor of heart surgery was chair of it. He watched the motivative exercise which we have advanced, and he said as if the physiotherapist might be not needed.

However, we said that effectiveness, diversification, and laborsaving of the intervention technique of the rehabilitation medicine are the purposes, and got his understanding. We will clarify the meaning of the vocabulary using and the standard of enforcement the primary target.

Preparation of the International Standardization on MOTIVATIVE Exercise Enforcement to diversify of the Rehabilitation medicine intervention technique - We will clarify the meaning of the vocabulary using and the standard of enforcement the main target.

It is my pleasure to hold the panel discussion titled as “Preparation of the International Standardization on MOTIVATIVE Exercise Enforcement to diversify of the Rehabilitation medicine intervention technique” based on such facts this time.

It is our great pleasure to have an opportunity of holding IBRC2019 since it is essential for future rehabilitation medical treatment.

We are looking forward to a productive meeting for all of you.
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